RESOLUTION NO.  67 - 19

Offered By Councilor  HUGHES
Seconded By Councilor

BE IT RESOLVED, that, The Mayor And The Borough Council of The Borough Of Glen Ridge approve the following rates for the consumption of water in The Borough Of Glen Ridge are hereby established and said rates are to become effective April 1, 2019 and subsequent thereto:

For Meter Sizes: 5/8", 3/4", 1"
$38.00 per 1,000 cubic feet up to 3,300 cubic feet
$41.00 per 1,000 cubic feet in excess of 3,300 cubic feet

For Meter Sizes: 1 1/2", 2"
$38.85 per 1,000 cubic feet up to 3,300 cubic feet
$42.00 per 1,000 cubic feet in excess of 3,300 cubic feet

For All Other Meter Sizes:
$41.80 per 1,000 cubic feet up to 3,300 cubic feet
$43.05 per 1,000 cubic feet in excess of 3,300 cubic feet

MINIMUM QUARTERLY CHARGES

1. 5/8" Meter .......................................................... $24.00
2. 3/4" Meter .......................................................... $24.00
3. 1" Meter ............................................................ $26.00
4. 1 1/2" Meter ....................................................... $91.25
5. 2" Meter ........................................................... $136.50
6. 2 1/2" Meter ....................................................... $136.50
7. 3" Meter ........................................................... $324.50
8. 3 1/2" Meter ....................................................... $412.05
9. 4" Meter ........................................................... $516.75
10. 6" Meter .......................................................... $633.50
11. Fire Protection Service:
    3" Meter - Fixed Rate per Quarter - ........................ $61.50
    4" Meter - Fixed Rate per Quarter ........................ $97.50
    5" Meter - Fixed Rate per Quarter ....................... $115.00
    6" Meter - Fixed Rate per Quarter ....................... $651.00
12. Water Supply Connection ( Main to Curb Valve ) installation, exclusive of pavement replacement .......................... $4,500.00

Pavement replacement cost shall be borne by the property owner and the cost of the same shall be determined by the type of pavement required.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that any Resolution, Motion or Ordinance inconsistent with this Resolution are hereby repealed.